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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) system has a physical limitation of the device and a limitation of storing and computing the collected data in one cloud. In order to solve the limitations of such a centralized system, prior researches integrating the IoT and blockchain technology are being actively conducted. In order to implement data sharing services, system efficiency and user privacy are indispensable. To enable data sharing, these limitations must be overcome. This paper flexibly and robustly configures user’s access control through DACT using context attribute of Identity of Things (IDoT). In addition, the edge-type system configuration reduces the traffic overload caused by one cloud and combines the efficiency of the system. The system proposed in this paper can build a platform that can safely share users’ energy consumption data in the energy data sharing system.
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1. Introduction

According to the top ten strategic technology trends for 2018, the Internet of Things (IoT) technology is emerging as a field for creating new value through the interaction between the real world and the virtual world in the 4.0 industry revolution [1]. The Statistica report also predicts that by 2025, nearly 75 billion devices will be interconnected [2].

![Figure 1. Internet of Things-number of connected devices worldwide 2015-2025(left)](image-url)
This means that our society will soon enter the Hyper-Connected Society. A hyper-connected society is a society in which all things, such as people, objects, and space, are connected to each other through the Internet, where information is created, collected, shared, and utilized. This can create various value-added services through communication between not only human beings [3][4][5] but also all internet-connected objects, and provide breakthrough services in the industrial sector [6][7].

Currently, the basic network structure of the IoT is a cloud computing method of receiving information from a device and processing information requested by a server. However, this will not only exponentially increase the administration cost of the server to handle all the large amount of services requested in real-time in the hyper-connected network where a large number of devices are connected. Network users will not be able to use normal services. For example, the 2018 Mirai DDos botnet is documented as a case where companies such as PayPal, Netflix, and Twitter have harmed users with the above problem [8].

In order to solve this problem, many researchers have recently studied blockchain-based IoT (BIoT) technology by applying blockchain technology to the Internet of Things, which guarantees network scalability and transparency. According to an IBM report [9], the main advantages of applying blockchain technology to the IoT are:

First, participants share information with each other, creating trust in the relationships between people or things. From the consumer’s point of view, IoT sensors between multiple distribution managers and consumers can actually confirm the distribution process in the distribution process of goods, so that rewards can be rewarded when the conditions of execution of smart contracts are established.

Secondly, processing costs for transactions involving third-party trust or mediators can be reduced. For example, there is no need for a mediator who manages information about a person’s identity when using it to identify a person or when contracting or hiring. Furthermore, by accepting the signals from IoT sensors as data and applying them to the blockchain, the usage history of welfare and educational services that provide overseas travel or training provided by the company can be accurately identified.

Third, the transaction speed is increased by enabling immediate processing of daily transactions.

In addition, IBM is working on a Waston IoT project that combines blockchain and IoT technology, and the technology’s report also describes several examples. According to IDC, around 20 percent of IoT devices will have a blockchain service base by 2019 [10].

However, there are also problems to be solved in blockchain networks. First, the conditions under which transactions are created are not limited in a structure in which many things are
connected to each other. Therefore, all transactions made in the blockchain are made in such a way that the consensus algorithm determines whether the transaction is illegal and approves the transaction. It is not suitable because the transaction time is delayed in the structure of the Internet of Things where many transactions are requested and processed in real-time. Secondly, the complete confidentiality of information about transactions made on the blockchain is not guaranteed. All transactions made in the blockchain are stored in the block so that the user’s transaction patterns can be inferred based on sensitive personal information represented by the transaction information generated by the user [11].

Therefore, in order to solve these problems, in the BIoT environment where the blockchain and the IoT are combined, the user’s identity is based on not only the unique address of the object but also dynamic information such as the location, distance, and time. It needs to be flexible. That is, in order to provide a variety of identifier attributes related to things, a concept of attribute values (contexts) related to things should be established to provide an accurate and secure system of transactions.

In this paper, we intend to provide various smart services that are connected in the future by linking the attributes of things with ID. Smart contracts are used to share transaction information collected from things in the BIoT structure. In order to execute the smart contract, various IDoT attribute values (5 values are illustrated in this paper) to control the user’s access and design a new access control structure that only authorized users can execute the smart contract.

Chapter 1 of this paper describes the background and the necessity of the proposed system. Chapter 2 consists of the technology and previous studies that make up the proposed system, and Chapter 3 describes the composition and process of the proposed system. Chapter 4 consists of an analysis of the proposed system, and Chapter 5 consists of conclusions.

2. Related works

2.1. Fog computing

Fog computing is a structure that has been recently proposed to solve the delay and configuration complexity of cloud computing, and has a feature that provides faster responsiveness by distributing the load among users’ devices or devices at the network edge [12]. It is a high-level virtual platform that provides networking services between compute, storage, and end devices and traditional cloud computer data centers, to increase the usability of sensor nodes. Cloud is a long way from us, but fog is a term that comes from around us, and many sensor and equipment companies are developing technologies. The basic data processing is possible, not just a sensing device [12].

Conventional edge computing distributes computing, storage, and other functions to network edge devices, and fog computing provides additional functions related to sensors and actuators of IoT devices. It is composed of a structure that reduces time. Fog computing research is focused on areas that require immediate response from users, especially wearable devices and healthcare services. Condry et al. Have proposed a mechanism to extend security and improve responsiveness in IoT environments through edge devices [13][14]. FAST supports smartphone-based fast situation detection by implementing a system based on fog computing to verify user safety [15]. Stantchev et al. Present a scenario and model for implementing smart healthcare services with fog computing [16]. EPHOES presents an architectural model through fog computing and a performance comparison with existing cloud services [17].
In addition to fog computing, research is being conducted to construct Internet of Things services through various configuration models. Baghli et al. have proposed a 3-layer architecture for non-standard IoT services [18], and resource-based service composition methods using RESTful architecture are also being studied through various protocols [19][20]. Linthicum proposes a method of constructing a service to increase the responsiveness of IoT service through edge computing and fog computing [21]. Anumala et al. Proposed a configuration in which each device is in charge of distributed processing through a distributed architecture through peer-to-peer configuration between IoT devices [22].

As such, the basic concept of fog computing is to place a fog server between services and devices and provide computing, storage, and sensing / actuating-related services on the fog server.

2.2. Structure of IDoT

Identity of Things (IDoT) registers data corresponding to user information with a specific identifier (UID) to enable effective device-to-device communication in the IoT environment [23]. Data to be registered in the UID can be defined by a specific ID of the device, and any data related to the user can be handled and thereby accurately identified.

[Figure 3] is the structure of IDoT that borrows the concept of Identity of Users (IDoU) used in traditional systems and networks. This structure is divided into inheritance, association, knowledge, and context.

![Figure 3. Identity in the internet of things](image)

[Figure 3] “inheritance” means the same as human biometrics (fingerprint or retina). The use of biometrics is a PUF (Physical Unclonable Function), which has been used only in fields requiring strong security [4]. IoT devices are given personal gateways like smartphones, which are connected through “association.” This transfers data to the cloud via predefined smartphones.

3. Threshold-Based access control using IDoT attributes

The system presented in this paper utilizes the smart contract function of blockchain to securely share transaction information. Processes in the blockchain layer can be broadly divided into Access network for Sensor Information, Transaction creation, and Provide Sensor Information.

A user attempts to access the network with a smart device to share transaction information. User accesses Smart Contract created by others. It runs by using the threshold value set in Smart Contract and accesses the fog network by using provided hash address. If the number of hash addresses owned at the time of access is 2 or more, all the threshold values of the smart contract are satisfied, and thus information including privacy information is provided.
Figure 4. Threshold-based smart contract process at the blockchain layer

[Figure 4] are largely divided into Access device Layer, BlockChain Layer, and Edge Layer. The access device layer is for users who want to access shared data using smart devices, and the blockchain layer is configured for data access and security. The edge layer is configured to provide data by identifying users accessing the data.

The threshold-based smart contract process in the blockchain layer is as follows.

(1) The user accesses the Smart Contract using the Smart Device.
(2) Smart Contracts require thresholds to drive contracts.
(3) the user requests a threshold from the Certification Node.
(4) The Certification Node requests IDoT information from the user. The Certification Node calculates the width of the pentagram following five IDoT information. If the width of the pentagram matches the value between the maximum and minimum widths of the registered pentagon, it is judged as an access approval. If approved, the threshold is provided to the user.
(5) The user runs the Smart Contract using the threshold.
(6) Receive hash address of shared data from Smart Contract.
(7) Deliver to service node providing shared data. The received Service Node shares data with the owner’s private information when the number of received hash addresses is two or more.

4. Analysis of the proposed system

The user sends a fingerprint, the access time, the location, the IMEI, and the access gateway values of the IDoT to the edge to access the shared data, and the edge determines whether the corresponding data values fall within the pentagon width threshold. It transfers the condition value of the smart contract as a means of granting access right after judgment. The user can run the smart contract using the received condition value and obtain the desired data.

In the blockchain-based IoT environment, we compared and analyzed users’ access control aspects. Comparative analysis consists of access control policy, types of access data, and data processing speed.

The IoT system, the BioT, and a hybrid system [23] use two types of data for access control policy, but this paper expands and analyzes five types: fingerprint, time, place, IMEI, and access gateway.
The IoT system [25] controls user access using an ID and password, and the BIoT [26] and the hybrid system [27] control user access using an access control account and a secret key. This paper collects five pieces of real-time IDoT attribute information. After the five types of data are displayed in graph form, it is determined whether the width of the pentagon formed by the five types of data falls within the threshold, and then, the policy for determining access approval is applied.

The IoT system [25] has a centralized layer for determining whether to approve access, so the processing speed becomes slower as traffic increases. The BIoT [26], the hybrid system [27], and the one in this paper can slow down transaction processing because they have to go through a consensus process, but the process in this paper can determine the accessibility of nearby users at the edge to satisfy security.

In terms of security, the IoT system [25] has a low level due to the simple user access control method, and the BIoT [26] and hybrid system [27] have high security by using a secret key. This paper combines high security and flexibility of user access control by using five pieces of data from IDoT layer 4.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of previous studies and this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IoT [25]</th>
<th>BIoT [26]</th>
<th>Hybrid [27]</th>
<th>This paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart contract</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control policy</td>
<td>ID/ password</td>
<td>Use account / secret key</td>
<td>Use account / secret key</td>
<td>IDoT layer 4 data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of access data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Low security</td>
<td>High security</td>
<td>Secured private blockchain</td>
<td>High security and flexibility of access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data processing speed</td>
<td>Fast processing when offline</td>
<td>Fast processing, even with many users</td>
<td>Slow processing speed (private + public) due to</td>
<td>Fast processing, even with many users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we designed an IDoT-based threshold-based access control architecture as a condition for executing smart contracts. In addition, the user’s access is flexibly configured by defining the static and dynamic attributes of the IDoT as thresholds.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, by linking the attributes of things with ID, it is possible to provide various smart services that are connected in the future. In order to share transaction information collected from things in BIoT structure, we designed a new access control structure that only authorized users can execute smart contracts using various IDoT attribute values. To this end, IDoT’s four levels of data were classified into five categories to define threshold ranges and flexible access control for users. The accessor’s fingerprint, device’s IMEI, access gateway, and accessor’s access time and location information are compared with the DACT registered by the accessor. The task of controlling the user’s access is handled through fog computing at the edge layer in consideration of the traffic problems in the IoT environment. In addition, the traffic problem of rapid increase in users is designed to handle access authorization decision at the edge stage, not the cloud. And we measured the area by forming a pentagon based on
five IDoT Information. It can control the accessor through the size of the area and compared this method with previous studies.
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